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The tactic of satan is to simply get a man to either disappoint or hurt a woman.
For satan, this can be something as simple as making the father emotionally unavailable
with harsh words during the early years of his pre-school daughter. The young girl or
woman (like any human being) will quickly learn what she must do to avoid getting
disappointed or hurt over and over again.
Fueled by fear, disappointments and hurt, the woman begins to control people,
circumstances and especially men to avoid the pain of getting hurt again. If the young
girl has been disappointed and hurt by several men (father, boyfriend, husband, employer,
pastor, etc.) then logically she seeks to control and/or attack any men who have the
potential to hurt her (especially men having authority over her) before they disappoint or
hurt her again (attack them before they attack her).
The fact that is not so obvious is that control is the opposite of love (God does not control
us – He gave us a free will and invites us). So, the young woman’s attempts to protect
herself from potential future hurts and perceptions of danger through manipulation of
circumstances and control of key people causes her to live life on the dark side under the
influence of satan – who will make things worse.
Because God chose to make the husband the head of the marriage (Gen 3:16, 1 Cor 11:3),
logically satan wants to turn God’s choice of spiritual authority upside down by
motivating the wife to usurp authority (to seize power or position by force or without
legal right) away from husbands, pastors, employers, and men in general (delegated
authority is fine – usurped authority is not). Therefore, satan must make the man the
target of the attack and logically the woman has to be the host from which to launch the
attack.
The next fact that is not so obvious is that the real goal of satan is to wreck relationships.
Whether you are the target (the man) or the host (the woman), satan’s goal is to destroy
the marriage relationship (not only relationships at home, but also at work, at church,
etc.) The more relationships that get destroyed, the easier it is to push the divorce rate
higher from the already high rate of around 50%.
As you can see, everyone (both host and target) gets hurt in the jezebel game. The
women (hosts) get hurt early in childhood, the men get destroyed (as targets), and the
wrecked relationship (bickering, back stabbing, cheating, and emotional unhappiness)
destroys everyone (man, woman and child) which becomes satan’s launching pad all over
again for the next generation.
The key to turning things around is to:
1. Recognize that the jezebel spirit strongly prefers to use the woman (95% of the
time) rather than the man as host in order to pervert (turn upside down) God’s
order of spiritual authority. So, the host of the jezebel operation will most likely
be a woman (but not always).
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2. Find out what happened in the woman’s early childhood (abuse, abandoned,
rejected, etc.) that has produced a dislike, distrust or fear of men (men just are not
safe, they disappoint you, use you, hurt you, you cannot trust them, they will
make what is already bad much worse, do it yourself because he is never around
or will do it poorly, you can do it better yourself, etc.)
3. Then to heal the host (undo the works of satan) ask Jesus to help discover and
cause the host to remember those childhood wounds with their resulting lies
which were believed and adopted by the host so that you can apply/do the four
healing steps in The Road To Freedom
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Listed below is an article, study guide and book on how to recognize the operation, wiles
and tactics of the jezebel spirit:
1. Article by Rick Hollman http://housechurchministriesforjesus.com/newsletters/jezebel-is-the-evil-spirit-ofdivorce/
2. Study Guide By Bob Larson – Exposing Jezebel
3. Book by Tim & Katie Mather – Out Of Bondage
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